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Diamant Unipool s.r.o. - traditional manufacturer since 1994

Europe’s leading manufacturer
of tailored pools and pool enclosures

Jaroslav Lukáš
He built the first pool in 1994 and laid the
cornerstone of Diamant quality pool manufacture.
Within a few years, he turned a small workshop
into a company supplying its products to many
European countries.

TRADITIONAL CZECH MANUFACTURER WITH 25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Our manufacture of swimming pools started as a Czech family business in 1994 and our company
quickly became a recognised manufacturer of pools and pool enclosures.

MORE THAN 10,000 SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
It is the excellent quality of materials, technology, and work that allow the Diamant pools and
enclosures to become a part of several hundred homes and gardens throughout Europe every year.

Modern production facility
The production is concentrated in a 13,000 m2 facility in Valašské Meziříčí. Each year, we invest plenty
of resources in upgrading our production technologies in order to keep ahead of our competition.
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Jaroslav Lukáš – founder, owner
and Ing. Martin Lukáš – owner

European
subsidiaries
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Establishment of Diamant - Facility in Valašské Meziříčí (Juřinka)

2019

Expansion of the premises with a new production hall for the production of stainless steel
pools INOXline and expansion of production space for pool enclosures.

New Production Facility - Valašské Meziříčí (Bynina)
Expansion to Slovakia
Expansion of production facility for enclosure manufacture
Opening of the Prague showroom
Expansion to the Polish market
Expansion of production and storage facilities for enclosure manufacture
Expansion to Austria
Introduction to the German market
Expansion to and first implementation on the Swedish, Swiss, Slovenian and Croatian
markets
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Diamant pools
Time-proven technology and long operation life

Diamant / Diamant Pro / Diamant Elite
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Diamant pools

Benefits
of Diamant pools

The outstanding quality of our pools is the result of many years of development and ongoing efforts to maximise the
degree of innovation.

TIMELESS DESIGN
AND HIGH QUALITY
Functional and practical pools
with modern design.
LONG OPERATION LIFE
Highest-quality materials,
technologies, and performance
during the construction.
TAILORED TO CUSTOMER’S
REQUIREMENTS
Don’t limit yourself – we will
manufacture a pool to fit your
specific needs.
10-YEAR WARRANTY ON
THE POOL SHELL
Applicable to all of our pool models.

PREMIUM MATERIAL
Harmless to health, colourfast,
non-permeable material
resistant to chemicals, UV
radiation and mechanical damage.

We do our best to adjust the Diamant pools to meet the customer’s requirements. We are able to manufacture pools
tailored to the required pool dimensions and shape. We offer a selection of pool types and colours, locations and
types of steps and a wide variety of accessories and features. Naturally, the pool is then equipped with such water
treatment technology which fits best with the customer’s priorities and wishes.
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Diamant

Diamant Pro

Diamant Elite

- practical choice for modern living

- revolutionary work and cost efficient solution

- deluxe model for demanding customers

DIAMANT POOL MATERIAL
We design all our pools from a special Polystone plastic (polypropylene) delivered by the German company Röchling with a
thickness ranging from 5 to 12 mm. This homogeneous material is
characteristic for its colourfastness and frost-resistance.
We use exclusively high-quality non-absorbent insulation to
insulate the pool walls and floor.
Polystone blue
material

Polystone white
material

Polystone grey
material

Engineering Plastics
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PPline Diamant

Diamant pool

10-YEAR WARRANTY

Practical choice for modern living

We are confident of our work and therefore
offer a 10-year warranty on our pool shells.

TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS USING THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY
POOLS OF ANY SHAPES AND SIZES

classic and time-proven solutions

You can choose the size and shape of the pool
yourself. We don’t limit your choices to a
standardised range of pools.

easy construction preparation
pool dimensions and shape of choice

MATERIAL

with thickness

-8
5mm

DIAMANT POOL
CONSTRUCTION

INNOVATIVE CONSTRUCTION
SOLUTIONS
We are committed to using highest-quality
materials, technologies, and performance
during the construction.

anti-slip
steps

reinforced pool
coping by 10 mm

reinforcing ribs
- every 50 cm
rebar
- on pool body

pool
skimmer
5 or 8 mm
thick
pool wall

pool wall insulation
- 20 mm insulating
non-absorbent polystyrene*

* Option to increase the insulation to 40 mm walls.
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PPline Diamant
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PPline Diamant
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PPline Diamant
TYPES OF DIAMANT POOLS
POOL ENTRY OPTIONS
Select the pool entry steps of your
choice - these are the most
common solutions.

pool with skimmer

overflow pool

round corner
teps

round corner steps
with bench

double-sided round
corner steps with bench

square corner
steps

square
steps

steps along
the entire pool

square outer
steps

round outer
steps

SHAPES OF DIAMANT POOLS

Diamant
square

Diamant
standard

Diamant
oval

Atypical shape
(other shape tailored to
customer requirements)

POLYSTONE MATERIAL
Wall thickness:
5 - 8 mm
Bottom thickness:
5 mm

blue

white

grey RAL 7004
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PPline Diamant Pro

Diamant Pro pool

10-YEAR WARRANTY

Revolutionary work and cost efficient solution

We are confident of our work and therefore
offer a 10-year warranty on our pool shells.

SAVES TIME AND MINIMISES COSTS WITHOUT COMPROMISE
INNOVATIVE CONSTRUCTION
SOLUTIONS

high degree of insulation - the double thermal insulation and related
thermal insulation features will prolong the pool bathing season
lower construction costs - the polystyrene blocks are fitted in
concrete directly on the pool body

We are committed to using highest-quality
materials, technologies, and performance
during the construction.

delivery to the customer in one piece

COSTS SAVING

utilising time-tested concrete styroblocks with very sturdy
connecting locks

The Diamant Pro pools are designed to save
maximum of the costs for the construction
and subsequent use.

DIAMANT PRO POOL
CONSTRUCTION

anti-slip
steps

reinforced pool
coping by 10 mm

polystyrene
blocks
pool
skimmer
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PPline Diamant Pro
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PPline Diamant Pro
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DIAMANT PRO POOLS MATERIAL

LATEST TECHNOLOGIES FOR POOL CONSTRUCTION

By combining technologies for designing pools from reliable Polystone
and special polystyrene fittings used in low-energy house construction,
the world of pools has witnessed the creation of a unique solution and a
brand-new idea.

The pool construction is based on a complete pool frame which, when
manufactured, is directly fitted with strengthening styroblocks with locks
(fixed permanent shuttering) along the entire pool perimeter, including
the horizontal reinforcing steel. The advantage of the Diamant Pro pool is
that it is delivered in one compact piece on site. Once partially filled with
water, the styroblocks will be concreted with a semi-liquid concrete, thus
creating compact pool walls with thermal insulation. The entire pool is
surrounded by soil.

PPline Diamant Pro
TYPES OF DIAMANT PRO POOLS
POOL ENTRY OPTIONS
Select the pool entry steps of your
choice.

pool with skimmer

SHAPES OF DIAMANT PRO POOL

round corner
steps

round corner
steps with bench

double-sided round
corner steps with bench

square corner
steps

square
steps

steps along
the entire pool

Diamant Pro
square

POLYSTONE MATERIAL
Wall thickness:
8 mm
Bottom thickness:
5 mm

blue

white

grey RAL 7004

Diamant pools offers wide range of
solutions for all your needs.
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PPline Diamant Elite

Diamant Elite pool

10-YEAR WARRANTY

Deluxe model intended for demanding users

We are confident of our work and therefore
offer a 10-year warranty on our pool shells.

LONG OPERATION LIFE AND EXCEPTIONAL DESIGN THANKS TO THE
TOP QUALITY OF MATERIAL AND UNIQUE ACCESSORY SELECTION

INNOVATIVE CONSTRUCTION
SOLUTIONS

extended operation life

We are committed to using highest-quality
materials, technologies, and performance
during the construction.

high durability thanks to the sturdy material of the highest quality
optional exclusive steps with concrete filling

LUXURIOUS DESIGN

optional embedded components
optional
underground
enclosure
for cover reel

Unique design and compilation - ideal for
modern architecture.
pool
skimmer

DIAMANT ELITE POOL
CONSTRUCTION

8 mm thick
bottom

optional embedded
components
reinforced
pool coping
by 10 mm

10 or 12 mm
thick pool wall

steps intended
for concrete filling
20 mm thick
anti-slip step boards
40 mm standard
insulation
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steps intended
for concrete filling

New
2019

PPline Diamant Elite
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PPline Diamant Elite

steps with concrete filling

built-in rollo schaft

anti-slip 20 mm thick step boards

Combination of long operation life, luxury design and premium accessory features to satisfy even the most
demanding customer.

HIGH DURABILITY OF THE POOL BODY out of polypropylene plates with 12 mm thick walls and 8 mm thick
bottom out of Polystone.

LUXURY STEPS WITH CONCRETE FILLING - 2019 INNOVATION - only with Diamant Elite pools you have the
option to select this technological solution which prevents the unpleasant water stagnation under the steps. The
anti-slip 20 mm thick step boards shall ensure that the entire steps will be 100% solid and fixed.

COVER REEL UNDERGROUND ENCLOSURE will allow the water level cover to be installed in a panel on the
shorter side of the pool. The cover itself will therefore in no way interfere with the swimming and is completely
covered with a removable panel to ensure maximum safety.
embedded components

EMBEDDED COMPONENTS. Our emphasis is on aesthetics and therefore the Diamant Elite model offers the
option to embed some of the components directly into the pool wall.
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PPline Diamant Elite
TYPES OF DIAMANT ELITE POOLS

STEPS ELITE INTENDED FOR
CONCRETE FILLING
Steps for the Elite pools are
intended for concrete filling and
have distinctive solidity. The step
boards are 20 mm thick and fitted
with anti-slip surface.

pool with skimmer

narrow square
steps

steps along
the entire pool

square steps

square steps
with bench

overlow pool

SHAPES OF DIAMANT ELITE POOLS

BENCH FOR UNDERWATER
POOL COVER

Diamant Elite
square

POLYSTONE MATERIAL
Wall thickness:
10 - 12 mm
Bottom thickness:
8 mm
with stairs
blue

white

with stairs

grey RAL 7004
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Outer pool coping
Modern design
While making our pools, we have your comfort in mind. During the
production, the pool can be fitted with a design and functional top
coping, so you no longer have to worry about this technical detail.

Coping for pools with skimmer
1. PREMIUM ALUMINIUM COPING - EXCLUSIVE
SOLUTION
The Diamant pool newly introduces the aluminium coping.
Functional design suitable for pools treated with salt. It is
colourfast and resistant to pool chemicals.

Pools with aluminium coping are provided by aluminium cover.

2. STANDARD COPING
A top-mount finish with a special
plastic rim in the colour of the pool
consisting of an inner breakwater
feature against direct water
splashing and outer beak to cover
the transition from tiling to pool.
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500

A top-mount finish using special coping from anodised
aluminium - anti-slip profile which connects to the enclosure
rails.

600

Coping for overflow pools
1.

PREMIUM ALUMINIUM OVERFLOW DRAIN

The only overflow pool on the market with an anodised
aluminium rim.
195

30

32

2. STANDARD
OVERFLOW DRAIN

3. STAINLESS STEEL
OVERFLOW DRAIN

The overflow drain
directly connects to
the pool wall.

A combination of polished
stainless steel and Polystone. An
exclusive Diamant Unipool
solution. An excellent design
feature for interior constructions.
On demand only.
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Diamant enclosures
Pure lines, elegant design, unique quality

Linie / Symfonie / Symfonie Plus / Praktik
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Diamant pool enclosures

Advantages of
Diamant enclosures

Get the most out of your pool. More efficient, less expensive, and with no need to conform to the weather. Our wide
range of shapes and colour options will ensure that the enclosure blends in with your garden.

WATER QUALITY
Prevents water fouling, protects
against dust, leaves, and insects.

SAFETY
Prevents children or pets falling
into the pool.

ENERGY SAVING
Reduces costs of water heating,
prevents heat loss, helps to
effectively heat the water
- the "greenhouse effect".

SEASON EXTENSION
Prolongs the bathing season
by several months and allows
the use of the pool even
in badweather.

AESTHETICS
A wide range of shapes and colour
options of profiles and panelling.

In today’s age, pool enclosures are a must-have feature of pools. The current weather conditions being one of the
main reasons, the enclosure will prolong the pool bathing season considerably and increase the value of investing in
the pool. The pool enclosure is resistant to water, dampness and is low-maintenance.
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Models and enclosure dimensions
The individual enclosure models can be manufactured
in the following segment dimensions:

PRESTIGEline
width: 250-550 cm / height: 25-150 cm *

COMFORTline Linie

COMFORTline Praktik

width: 250-500 cm / height: 45-150 cm *

width: 250-500 cm / height: 80-190 cm *

COMFORTline Symfonie

COMFORTline Symfonie Plus

width: 300-525 cm / height: 75-120 cm *

width: 300-500 cm / height: 75-195 cm *

* The maximum enclosure dimensions are indicative only, they depend on the number of segments and panelling material. We will gladly provide you with specific options upon request.
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CONSTRUCTION PANELLING OPTIONS

New Diamant PRESTIGEline product series
We designed the enclosure to match today’s needs and especially the trends
of modern architecture. The system is equipped with a single rail on one side
which allows barrier-free access to the pool from 3 sides with minimal effort
thanks to the substantial and stable construction. The discrete PRESTIGEline
enclosure won’t disrupt the layout of your garden and will harmoniously
blend with the surroundings.
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anthracite
RAL 7016

CONSTRUCTION
COLOUR OPTION

solid polycarbonate with double
UV stabilisation, 4 or 6 mm

white
RAL 9016

transparent solid smoked solid
polycarbonate polycarbonate
4/6 mm
4 mm

anodised silver
aluminium
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Advantages of Diamant PRESTIGEline enclosure
modern and sophisticated design
single-rail sliding
110 mm

high-level stability
65 mm

easy operation

CONSTRUCTION
OF DIAMANT PRESTIGEline
ENCLOSURE

front
ventilation

single-rail
sliding

60 mm

65 mm

beam profile

sliding rail profile

MODERN AND SOPHISTICATED
DESIGN
The Diamant PRESTIGEline series
offers clean and modern design and
ambitious features, thus increasing
the value of your house and garden.

solid
construction

polycarbonate
panelling
4 - 6 mm
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lockable
arresting

SINGLE-RAIL SLIDING *

SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION STRENGTH

EASY OPERATION

The system is equipped with a single rail on one
side which allows barrier-free access to the pool
from 3 sides with minimal effort thanks to the
substantial and stable construction.

The combination of thick-walled profiles and
polycarbonate panelling (4-6 mm) ensures a high
level of stability.

Thanks to its substantial and stable construction
and one-side single-rail system, you may
operate our enclosure with minimum effort. It’s
also possible to install an electronic sliding
including smart remote control.

FRONT VENTILATION

LOCKABLE ARRESTING

COLLECTOR OF INDIVIDUAL SEGMENTS

The practical low-maintenance front ventilation
will ensure the necessary air circulation while
maintaining safe entrance into the pool.

The lockable arresting increases the safety of the
pool and keeps it protected even against
extreme wind.

Our enclosure can be equipped with a collector
of individual segments. In such case, it is only
necessary to manually unlock the arresting of
the outside segments when retracting the
enclosure. Therefore, the operation of the
enclosure is much easier and faster.

* This model can be equipped with double-sided railing.
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Linie

Symfonie

CONSTRUCTION
COLOUR OPTION

SOLID CONSTRUCTION PROFILES
The anodised aluminium profiles are extra solid and durable. That is
why we guarantee a 10-year warranty. The anodised surface finish of
the profiles provides long operation life, stability and resistance to
environmental impact (natural effects, chemicals, or salt in the pool).
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38 mm

The COMFORTline series offers a wide range of classic models from
which you can choose according to your needs.

90 mm

Diamant COMFORTline product series

50 mm

38 mm

beam profile

sliding rail profile

anodised
silver
aluminium

anodised
champagne
aluminium

anthracite
colour
RAL 7016

Continuous accessible sliding rails
EFFORTLESS RETRACTION
The sliding tracks and the entire sliding system are
constructed with an emphasis on minimal resistance when
handling the enclosure.

LOWER THAN 15 mm
Symfonie Plus

The flat accessible profile does not hinder the use of the
pool when the enclosure is retracted.

ANTI-SLIP SURFACE
Ensured by the anti-slip grating of the sliding rail top
surface.

ANODISED ALUMINIUM IN COLOUR OF
ENCLOSURE
We supply silver anodised aluminium and champagne
anodised aluminium.

Praktik

CONSTRUCTION PANELLING OPTIONS
The panelling of the entire enclosure is made out of
material from the world’s leading manufacturer of
extruded sheets, the Swedish company Arla Plast.
Our polycarbonate is always equipped with a
double stabilisation against UV radiation.

transparent
unicameral
polycarbonate
10 mm

smoked
unicameral
polycarbonate
10 mm

transparent
solid
polycarbonate
4 mm

smoked
solid
polycarbonate
4 mm
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Linie model
MAXIMUM EMPHASIS ON DESIGN
The lowest possible shapes of the COMFORTline enclosure with transparent
glass edges will ensure an unimpeded view of the pool surroundings.
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Symfonie model
LOW YET FUNCTIONAL
This discreet type of enclosure is suitable for situations when it is required not
to disrupt an existing architecturally-balanced landscape of the garden and
pool surroundings, while all advantages of an enclosed pool remain.
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Symfonie Plus model
PRACTICAL CHOICE
If you can’t decide, choose a combination of a higher Diamant Praktik
enclosure and low Diamant Symfonie model.
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Praktik model
TRUE CLASSIC
Simplicity and great strength - main features of this classic type of enclosure.
Its design is suitable even for heavy-snow weather conditions.
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Automatic enclosure
sliding rail
Exclusively from Diamant
An electronic sliding including smart remote control can be installed extra to any type of
manual pool enclosure.

MAXIMUM QUALITY
electronic sliding ensures optimal retraction of individual segments

MAXIMUM SAFETY
all segments lock automatically upon sliding, safety stop (stopping at obstacle)

MAXIMUM COMFORT
electronic sliding of all segments with a single click of a button on your remote control
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Entries and tilting front
door
ENCLOSURE ENTRY OPTIONS
You can choose your enclosure entry according to your own
expectations.

side sliding door

front ventilation door
(standard model)

front hinged door

side sliding door

partially tilting door

tilting threshold
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Stainless steel pool for your stylish home

INOXline

INOXline
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New
2020

pools
- exclusively from Diamant
ENTIRELY WELDLESS WALLS
The INOXline pool proudly presents walls which are entirely weldless
up to the length of 950 cm. These unbeatable characteristics ensure
perfectly straight walls and eliminate the risk of corrosion.

STAINLESS STEEL POOL - QUICK AND EASY INSTALLATION

stainess steel pool with skimmer

We deliver the pool fully finished and in one compact piece directly on
site. We can, therefore, shorten the installation time and reduce the
associated costs.

overflow stainess steel pool
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HEADQUARTER

AUSTRIA
DIAMANT UNIPOOL GmbH
Linzer Strasse 45
A-3002 Purkersdorf
T: +43 (0) 2231 628 23
M: +43 (0) 664 40 33 756
E-Mail: info@diamant-unipool.at

POLAND
DIAMANT UNIPOOL, sp. z o. o.
Zakopiańska 267B
30-435 Kraków
T: +48 (12) 307 99 27
M: +48 792 539 927
E-Mail: info@baseny-diamant.pl

GERMANY
DIAMANT UNIPOOL GmbH
Elsenheimerstraße 7
80687 München
T: +49 (0) 173 253 04 07
E-Mail: info@diamant-unipool.at

SLOVAKIA
DIAMANT UNIPOOL, s. r. o.
Talihov Dvor 3
902 01 Pezinok
T: +421 33 641 3374
E-Mail: pezinok@bazenydiamant.sk

www.diamant-unipool.eu

A4/EN/2019

CZECH REPUBLIC
DIAMANT UNIPOOL, s. r. o.
Bynina 186, 757 01 Valašské Meziříčí
T: +420 571 752 111
M: +420 604 314 999
Fax: +420 571 752 110
E-mail: info@bazenydiamant.cz

